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RaySync Transmission
With the industry-leading transmission engine core technology, RaySync can solve perfectly the problems of 
long-distance large files transmission and massive small files transmission, and its transmission speed is more 
than 100 times that of traditional FTP!   

At the same time, RaySync has a professional technical and service team to ensure the best quality experience 
for customers.

High-speed 
transmission

High data security Easy to integrate Stable and reliable

Rapid deploymentMassive small files
transmission



Comparison of remote transmission instances 

Comparison of actual transmission speed between FTP transmission and RaySync transmission in the same 
transmission environment

Region Place transmission is 
initiated

Transmission destination latency (ms) Packet loss rate(%) FTP transfer speed (Mbps)
RaySync transmission speed 

(Mbps)

Domestic Shenzhen China 50~60
0.1%~0.5%（within the same 

operator）
20~40 98~100

Overseas Domestic Asia - Singapore 60~80 1%~5% 5 90~95

Domestic Asia - India 120~200 3~10% 1.8 85~95

Domestic
West Coast of North America - Los 

Angeles
120~150 1~10% 2.2 85~95

Domestic
East Coast of North America - New 

York
180~250 3~15% 1.2 80~90

Domestic Europe - Frankfurt, Germany 150~300 3~15% 0.8 75~85

Domestic
Southern Hemisphere - Sydney, 

Australia
200~350 5~20% Almost impossible to transmit 65~75

Domestic
Southern Hemisphere - South 

America, St. Paulo,Brazil
200~400 5~20% Almost impossible to transmit 65~75

RaySync Transmission 1. High-speed transmission



Transmission speed comparison

The actual rate of file transmission of RaySync Transmission in the  cross-border transmission environment.
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RaySync Transmission 2. Massive small files transmission

Massive small files can be transmitted at a very fast speed;

Small file transmission based on RaySync Software, transmitted from China to the United States, is faster than the 
transmission between two machines in the same area within the company.

(SSD) Upload Download

Transnational transmission speed of 
small files with RaySync software

4981 / sec 5293 / sec

Copying files in the same area 1532 / sec 1486 / sec

RaySync

Disk queue length (SSD)



RaySync Transmission Server interface

Simple and efficient operation interface

Online transmission of live monitoring, 
transmission log traceability, full recording data 
transmission information; the advanced setting 
function of client system can adapt to different 
enterprises server equipment.

Website: http://raysync.cloud/







Thanks ！
Looking forward to cooperating with you.
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